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This paper introduces the concept of a partial geometry of dimension three, 
extending the concept of an (r, k, t) partial geometry (which may be called of 
dimension two) due to Bose. An association scheme is defmed on thii system 
which is then shown to form a partially balanced incomplete block design based 
on an association scheme with three associate classes. 
I. INTR~DLJCT~~N 
1.1. An (r, k)-net (of dimension two) [4, 51 is a system of points and 
lines together with an incidence relation satisfying the axioms given below. 
(i) There ii at least one point. 
(ii) The lines of the net can be partitioned into r disjoint, non-empty 
parallel classes such that: 
(a) each point is incident with exactly one line of each class, 
(b) given two lines belonging to distinct classes there is exactly 
one point of the net which is incident with both lines. 
(iii) Each line is incident with k points. 
For convenience geometric terminologies such as “a point is incident with 
a line” may be replaced by “a point is on a line” etc. 
It can be proved [4, 51 that an (r, k)-net has kz distinct points and kr lines, 
each point lies on exactly r lines and each line contains k points. A finite 
affine plane of order n is an (n + I, n)-net. An &-design is a (2, n) net [4, 51. 
1.2+ A partial geometry (r, k, t) is a system of points and lines with 
an incidence relation satisfying the following axioms [l]. 
(i) Any two points are incident with at most one line. 
(ii) Each point is incident with r lines. 
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(iii) Each line is incident with k points. 
(iv) If the point P is not incident with the line I, there pass through P 
exactly t lines intersecting Z. 
It then can be shown that the number of points v and the number of lines b 
in a partial geometry (r, k, t) are given by 
v = k[(r - l)(k - 1) + tJ/t, 
b = r[(r - l)(k - I) + t]/t. 
Given a partial geometry (r, k, t), there exists a dual partial geometry (k, r, t) 
obtained by calling points of the first, the lines of the second; and the lines 
of the first the points of the second. A partial geometry (r, k, t) is a PBIB 
design based oti a 2-class association scheme where two points are first- 
associates if incident with a line and second associates otherwise. It is shown 
in [1] that an (r, k)-net is an (r, k, r - I) partial geometry. 
1.3. A net of dimension three (k, n, b, r*) [6] is a system of points, 
lines and planes together with an incidence relation subject to the following 
conditions: 
(Nl) If a point P is incident with a line I, and Z is incident with a 
plane Ll, then P is incident with L? 
(N2) If two lines are incident with the same point, they are incident 
with the same plane. 
(N3) Points and lines incident with a plane form a (k, n)-net. 
(N4) Planes are partioned into b disjoint non-empty parallel classes 
such that: 
(a) two planes belonging to two different classes have exactly one 
line in common; 
(b) each point is contained in exactly one plane in each class. 
(N5) Two lines are non-intersecting if they do not have a common 
point. The lines are partitioned into a finite number of maximal non-inter- 
secting sets of lines such that: 
(a) two lines belonging to different sets have at most one point in 
common; 
(b) each point is incident with exactly one line in each set. 
(N6) There exists a line incident with r* planes. 
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It has been proved that r * = k and b = k2 - k + 1 [8]. The number of 
points, lines and planes have also been calculated. It was also pointed out 
in [9] that (N5) can be replaced by (N5’): each line is incident with at least 
one plane. 
Two points are first-associates if incident with a line, second-associates 
if incident with a plane but not incident with a line, and third-associates 
otherwise. It can be shown that the points of the system form a 3-class 
association scheme and consequently a partially balanced incomplete block 
design with parameters r = b, k = n2, A1 = k, & = 1 and & = 0. 
1.4. In this paper we generalize the concept of a partial geometry 
(r, /c, t) (which can be called a two-dimensional partial geometry) to a partial 
geometry of dimension three, consisting of points, lines and planes together 
with an incidence relation, the exact definition of which will be given in 
Section 2. As in [6], two points of such a system are called first-associates 
if incident with a line, second-associates if incident with a plane but not 
incident with a line and third associates otherwise. It is shown that the points 
of the system form a three-class association scheme and a PBIB design. 
Given a partial geometry of dimension three, a dual such geometry can be 
obtained by calling points of the first, planes of the second; and planes of 
the first, points of the second. Some examples of such a system are given; 
in particulat, it is shown that a three-dimensional net is a three-dimensional 
partial geometry. 
2. PARTIAL GEOMETRY OF DIMENSION THREE 
A system P consisting of undefined objects points, lines and planes together 
with an incidence relation is defined to be a partial geometry of dimension 
three if the following axioms are satisfied. For the sake of convenience we 
will use the geometric language “two lines are coplanar” or “two points are 
collinear” etc., instead of “two lines are incident with the same plane” or 
“two points are incident with the same line” respectively. 
(Al) If a point P is incident with a line Z, and 1 is incident with a plane Lr, 
then P is incident with Lr. 
(A2) (a) A pair of distinct planes is incident with at most one line. 
(b) A pair of planes if not incident with a line is incident with at 
most one point. 
(A3) The set of points and lines incident with a plane form an (r, ,Jc, t) 
partial geometry. 
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(A4) The set of lines and planes incident with a point P form a 
(r, k*, f*)-partial geometry, where the points and lines of the geometry are 
the planes and lines through P respectively and the incidence is the natural 
incidence relation. 
(A5) Given a plane Il, and a line I not incident with II, II and i not 
intersecting in a point, there exist exactly u planes through I intersecting I7 
in a line and exactly W-U planes through Z intersecting Lr in a point but not in 
a line. 
(A6) Given a point P and a line I, P and I not coplanar, there exist 
exactly u* points in I which are collinear with P, and w* - u* points in l 
coplanar but not collinear with P. 
(A7) Given a point P and a plane II not containing P, there exist 
exactly x planes through P intersecting I7 in a line. 
Using the axioms we prove the following properties. 
LEMMA I. (i) Each line is incident with k* planes. 
(ii) A pair of lines is incident with at most one point. 
(iii) Each point is incident with u* = k*[(r - l)(k* - 1) + t*]/t* 
planes. 
(iv) Each line conta.ms k points. 
(v) In a pIane, each point is on r lines. 
(vi) Each point is on b* = r[(r - l)(k* - 1) + t*]/t* lines. 
(vii) Each plane contains v = k[(r - l)(k - 1) + t]/t points. 
(viii) Each pfane contains b = r[(r - l)(k - I) + t]/t /ines. 
ProoJ (i), (iii) and (vi) follow directly from (A4) counting the “points” 
and “lines” of the corresponding partial geometry. (iv), (v), (vii) and (viii) are 
immediate from (A3). 
For (ii), if two lines [I and I2 are coplanar, there is nothing to prove. 
If II and I2 are not coplanar but intersect in two distinct poings PI and P? 
then from (i) there exist distinct planes ITI and Dz through lI and l2 respec- 
tively. From (Al), PI and Pg are incident with both these planes. Hence, 
from (A2b the planes LrI and II2 are incident with a line I, which is either 
distinct from /I and & or coincides with one of them but not the other. In 
either case, there would be a plane containing two distinct lines, intersecting 
in two distinct points which violates axiom i) of a plane partial geometry. 
LEMMA 2. Let P be a point, and II , & ,..., lb* be the Iines through P. Then 
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there are exactly k*(r - I) lines through P which are coplanar with li, for 
any fixed i. 
ProoJ Consider any line l< through P. There are k* planes through li, 
and each such plane contains r lines through P, also no two planes can have 
more than one line in common. Hence these planes contain k*(r - 1) 
different lines through P other than Ii , and these are the only ones through P 
coplanar with li . 
LEMMA 3. Let ITI , II2 ,..., II,,. be the planes thrqugh a $xed point P. 
For an arbitrary but jixed l7i , there are exactly r(k* - 1) planes through P 
which intersect Iii in a line. 
ProoJ Consider all the planes through P. By (A4) the lines and planes 
through P form a (r, k*, t*) partial geometry G (where points and lines of G 
are planes and lines through P). In G the number of lines intersecting a given 
line in a point is r(k* - 1). 
As in [6], call two points first-associates if they are incident with a line, 
second-associates if incident with a plane but not incident with a line and 
third-associates otherwise. 
LEMMA 4. Let I7 be a plane not containing the point P, then I7 contains 
6) x* = (l/r) [xt + (b - x)u*] first associates of P. 
(ii) q* = (l/r) [x(k - t) + (b - x)(w* - u*)] second associates of P. 
(iii) s* = (l/r)(b - x)(k - w*) third associates of P. 
ProoJ Let x*(P, II) be the number of first-associates of P in IT. Counting 
pairs (Q, 1) where Q is a first-associate of P and 1 is a line in I7 containing Q, 
by (A3), (A6) and (A7) we get 
x*(P, I7) * r = xt + (b - x)u* 
and hence (i). 
For (ii) let q*(P, II) be the number of second-associates of P in IT. As 
before counting pairs (Q, 1) where Q is a second-associate of P and 1 is a 
line in I7 containing Q, we get 
q*(P, II) * r = x(k - t) + (b - x)(w* - u*). WI 
For (iii) let s*(P, I7) be the number of third-associates of P in II. Counting 
CQ, 1) as before we get 
s*(P, l7) * r = (b - x)(k - w*). 
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If a point Q in II is a second associate of P $ II, then the unique plane L7’ 
containing P and Q intersects I7 either in a line through Q or in just the 
point Q. Call Q a second-associate of P of type I if II’ n IL7 is a line and of 
type 2 otherwise. Let ql(P, D) and qS(P, n) be the number of type 1 and type 2 
second associates of P respectively. Clearly, then 
Now counting the pairs (Q, l), where Q is a second-associate of P of type 1 
andn’n.iT=landQGl,weget 
and hence ql is constant and consequently q2 is also constant. Thus from 
(2.1), (2.2) we get 
LEMMA 5. qz = (l/r) [(b - x)(w* - u*) - x(r - l)(k - t)]. 
LEMMA 6. Let II be a plane not containing a point P, then the number of 
planes through P intersecting II in u point is given by 
y = qz + x*(k* - t*). 
ProojI Let y(P, U) be the number of planes through P intersecting n 
in a point Q. Count pairs (Q, F), where n’ is a plane through P such that 
II’nI7= Q. 
Case 1. If Q is joined to P by a line, then by (A4) there are exactly t* 
planes through the line PQ intersecting II in a line through Q and the re- 
maining (k* - t*) planes through the line PQ intersect fl in the point Q. 
Also by Lemma 4 there are x* first-associates of P in I7, and hence the 
contribution for this case is x*(k* - t*). 
Case 2. If Q is a second associate of P, by Lemma 5 there are exactly qz 
such Q’s and each such Q determines a unique plane fl’. Thus we have 
y(P, II) = qz + x*(k* - t*). 
LEMMA 7. Let ni(P) denote the number of ith associates of any point P in 
the geometry, i = I, 2, 3. If P and Q are ith associates, the number of ,jth 
associates of P which are kth associates of Q is denoted by pjk(P, Q); i, j, k = 
1, 2, 3, then for all P, Q 
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(ii) 
(iii) 
rll = b*(k - 1). 
rzz = v*(r - l)(k - l)(k - 1)/t. 
pi1 = (k - 2) + k*(r - l)(f - 1) 
+ {b* - k*(r - 1) - l](U* - I). 
p& = rt + (b* - r) u*. 
piI = b*u*. 
p;2 = k*(r - l)(k - r) + [b* - k*(r - I) - I J(w* - u*). 
p& = r(k - t - 1) + (b* - r)(w* - u* - 1). 
p$ = b*(w* - u*). 
ProoJ Each point is in b* lines and each line contains (k - 1) points 
other than P, hence (i). Each point P is in v* planes and each plane contains 
(r - l)(k - l)(k - t)/t second associates [1] which proves (ii). 
For (iii) consider PI , P2 on a line I, which contains k - 2 first-associates 
to both PI and P2 . By Lemma 2 there are exactly k*(r - I) lines through PI 
coplanar with I and each such line contains f - 1 first-associates to both. 
Also there are b* - k*(r - 1) - I lines through PI non-coplanar with I, 
each of which contains U* - 1 first associates of P2 (other than PI) from (A6) 
Hence the result. 
If PI and P2 are second-associates, they are contained in a unique plane II. 
II contributes rt such & points. But the remaining b* - r lines through PI 
not in I7 are non coplanar with P2 and by (A6) each such line contains U* 
first-associates of P2 resulting in (iv). 
If PI and P2 are non-coplanar points, each of the b* lines through PI is 
non coplanar with P2 and by (A6) contains U* f%-st associates and hence (v). 
Let PI and P2 be on a line I. There are k*(r - I) lines through PI coplanar 
with Z, by Lemma 2, and each such one contains (k - t) second assocjates 
of P2 . Each of the remaining b * - k*(r - 1) - I lines through PI contains 
w* - u* second associates of P2 by (A6) which proves (vi). 
For (vii), let PI and P2 be second associates. There are r lines through PI 
coplanar with P2 each containing k - t - 1 second associates of P2 . Each 
of the remaining b* - r lines through PI contains w* - U* - 1 second 
associates of P2 other than PI and hence the result. If PI and P2 are two 
non-coplanar points each of the b* lines through PI is non coplanar with 
P and hence by (A6) each such line contains w* - u* second associates of Pz 
which proves (viii). 
Let V, K, and B be the number of points, lines and planes respectively 
in the geometry. Counting pairs (P, Z) where 1 is a line containing the point P, 
since each line contains k points and each point is in b* lines, we get 
Vb* = Kk. 
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Similarly counting pairs (1, Ii’) where I is a line and I7 a plane containing I, 
since each line is contained in k* planes and each plane contains b lines, 
we get 
Kk* = Bb. 
Counting pairs (P, II) where P is a point lying on a plane II gives 
Vu* = Bv 
since each point is in v* planes and each plane contains v points. Thus 
LEMMA 8. If V, K, B are the number of points, lines and planes respectively, 
then 
V/K = k/b* (2.3) 
K/B = b/k* (2.4) 
V/B = v/v*. (2.5) 
LEMMA 9. 
L k*b*(r - l)(k - l)(k - t) + kt(b*r - b) 1 n3 = - rt(b* - l)](b - x)(k - w*) 
rt[bw* + x(k - w*)] 
. 
ProoJ Let P be a point. P is contained in v* planes. Each of the remaining 
B - v* planes in the geometry not containing P has s* points Q which are 
third-associates to P. But such a point Q is contained in v* planes. Thus 
(B - v*)s* = &P)v*. G-9 
But B = Vv*/v from (2.5) and V = nl + n2 + n3(P) + I. Substituting for 
these values from Lemma 7 we get the result. 
COROLLARY 9.1. Let 
A = b[b*(k - l){rt + k*(r - I)@ - t)} + ttr + (b - x)(w* - k)}] 
rt[bw* + x(k - w*Il 
Then 
(i) V = kA. 
(ii) K = b*A. 
(iii) B = v*kA/v. 
ProoJ We get (i) directly from Lemma 9, Lemma 7, and the fact that 
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V = nI + nz + n8 + 1. Parts (ii) and (iii) follow from equations (2.3) 
and (2.5) respectively. 
LEMMA 10. pi2 = u*(kx + y) - k*zb*u* - 2k*b*(w* - u*). 
ProoJ Let PI and Pz be two non-coplanar points. Consider the set of all 
points Q, such that Q lies on planes UI and nz , where III and Uz are planes 
containing PI and Pz respectively. Count triples (Q, III , IIz). Since there 
are D* planes through each of the Pi, given a fixed III, there are x planes 
through Pz intersecting UI in a line and y planes through P2 intersecting III 
in a point. So the number of such triples is 
On the other hand, such a Q is one of the following: 
(i) first-associate to both, 
(ii) first-associate to one and second-associate to the other, 
(iii) second-associate to both. 
The contribution for (i) is I?*~& ; (‘*) 11 contributes 2k*pf2 and (iii) contributes 
d2V1 , P2). Thus, 
Substituting values for p3 II , pi2 from Lemma 7 we get the result. 
LEMMA 11. pi2 = k*z[u*(r - b*) - rt] + k*[r(2f - k + 1) - 2@*-r) 
x (w* - U* - 1)] - r(k - 1) -t- u - 2 -t (a* - 1) 
x (kx + y - 1). 
ProoJ Let PI and P2 be two coplanar but non-collinear points. As 
before, we will count triples (Q, nI, I12). Let n be the unique plane con- 
taining both PI and P2 . 
Case I. (a) III =.U,I12#II. 
(b) f12 =I7,I& #II. 
Case 2. ITI =II=I12. 
Case 3. IIll #IIl,I& +I7 
Case 1 (a) contributes [r(k* - 1) k + D* - 1 - r(k* - I)], since there 
are exactly r(k* - 1) IIz’s intersecting I71 in a line by Lemma 3 and each such 
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line contains k points and each of the remaining v* - 1 - r(k* - 1) Dz’s 
contributes one point. Case (b) is analogous. The contribution of Case 2 is a. 
Case 3 (a) If &rl n n is a line, then there are r(k* - 1) such nl’s 
intersecting U in a line by Lemma 3 and for each such n1 there are (x + I) 
flS’s, other than n, intersecting JI1 in a line and y planes intersecting fll in 
a point, and hence the contribution for this case is r(k* - l)[(x - 1)k + y]. 
(b) If.D1 n fl is a point, there are v* - 1 - r(k* - 1) choices for such 
a fll . For each such JI1 , there are x planes nz intersecting fir in a line and 
y - 1 planesnz other th an U, intersecting n1 in a point. Hence the contribu- 
tion is [v* - 1 - r(k* - 1)] (xk A y - I). Thus on one side of the counting 
we have 
2[r(k* - 1)k + v* - 1 - r(k* - 1)] + v + r(k* - 1) [(x - 1)k + y] 
+ [v* - 1 - r(k* - I)] (xk + y - 1). (2.7) 
On the other hand such a point Q could be any of the following: 
(i) first associate to both P1 , Pz , 
(ii) first associate to one and second associate to the other, 
(iii) second associate to both, 
(iv) O-associate to one and second-associate to the other. 
(i) Contributes k*2p& ; from (ii) we get 2k*pfz ; (iii) contributes pEs(Pl , P2) 
and (iv) contributes 20*. Hence, on the other side of the counting we get 
Equating (2.7) with (2.8) and substituting corresponding values from Lemma 7 
we get the result. 
LEMMA 12. pzg - 1 k*s(r - l)(~* - r) + k*z[b* + u* - b*u* - 2(r - 1) 
x (k - t - w* + u*)] - k*[k(x - t* + 1) + y 
+ t* + v - v* + 2(b* - l)(w* - a*)] + o*[(x-t*)k 
+ y + t*l. 
ProoJ Let PI and Pz be two collinear points. As before we will count 
triples (Q, fll , Dz). Now there are k* planes ni containing the line PIP2 . 
Case 1. (a) Ui = U$ for some i, I&. # I7$ for all i. 
(b) f12 = ni for some i, n1 # ni for all i. 
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Case 2. (a) I71 = IP = I7z for some i. 
(b) I& = P; I& = Uj, i # j. 
Case 3. III # Illi for all i, II2 # P for all i. 
Case l(a). There are k* choices for UI . By Lemma 3, there are r(k* - 1) 
planes through Pz intersecting a fixed III in a line, (k* - I) of these are 
P’s, hence r(k* - I) - (k* - I) = (r - l)(k* - 1) planes flz intersect nI 
in a line and each line contains k points. The remaining ZI* - 1 - r(k* - 1) 
planes through Pt intersect III in a point and this contributes 
[v* - I - r(k* - l)]. 
Case l(b). Is analogous. 
Caere 2(a). Contributes k*v and (b) contributes kk*(k* - 1). 
Case 3. There are v* - k* planes through PI not containing Pz. For a 
fixed III , there are x planes through Pz intersecting I& in a line and of these l* 
planes contain the line PIPS (by A+, and thus the contribution from planes 
II2 intersecting a fixed III in a line is (x - f*)k. There are y planes through Pz 
intersecting a fixed III in a point and of these k* - f* planes intersect III 
in the point PI . Hence the contribution is y - (k* - I*). 
The total contribution for Case 3 is then 
(v* - k*) [(x - t*)k + y - (k* - t*)]. 
Thus on one side of the counting we get 
X*[(r - l)(k* - 1) + u* - 1 - r(k* - l)] + k*v + kk*(k* - 1) 
+ (v* - k*) [(x - t*)k + y - (k* - f*)]. C2.9 
On the other hand, such a point Q is either 
(i) a first-associate to both PI and Pz , or 
(ii) a second-associate to both, or 
(iii) a first-associate to one and second-associate to the other, or 
(iv) a first-associate to one and O-associate to the other. 
The total contribution for these is 
p;&*’ + &PI, Pz) + 2p;&* + 2v*k*. (2.10) 
From (2.9), (2.10) and Lemma 7 we get the result. 
We will now use the following theorem given in [6] to prove our main result. 
Theorem ,4. ff a set S of elements is such that: 
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(a) any two elements are either first, second, or third associates, 
(b) each element has rzl first associates, n2 second associates and n3 
third associates, 
(c) for any pair of elements which are first-associates the numbers ptr , 
pi2 , pi2 = pi, are constants, 
(d) for any pair of elements which are second-associates the numbers 
& , f&, J& = & are constants, 
(e) for any pair of elements which are third-associates the numbers & , 
J& , & = J& are constants. 
Then S forms a three-class association scheme. From Lemmas l-12 and 
Theorem A it follows: 
THEOREM I. The points of a partial geometry of dimension three yield a 
three class association scheme. 
If we dualize the axioms (Al)-(A7) by replacing points by planes and 
planes by points with the usual incidence relation, then we note that (Al) 
is self-dual, the dual of (A2a) is Lemma l(i), (A2b) is self-dual, (A3) and (A4) 
are dual to each other, the dual of (A5) is (A6) and the dual of (A7) is given 
in Lemma 4(i). Thus we have 
THEOREM 2. Given a partial geometry G of dimension three with parameters 
(r, k, t, k*, t*, 1.4, w, u*, w*, x), there exists a dual such geometry G* with 
parameters(r, k*, t*, k, t, u*, w*, u, w, x*). 
3. EXAMPLES 
(1) Consider a finite net of dimension three with parameters (k, n, b, r *) 
[6]. It is shown in [8], that r * = k, and b = k2 - k + I. It can be shown 
that such a net of dimension three is a partial geometry of dimension three 
with parameters (k, n, k - 1, k, k, k - 1, 0, 0, (k - l)z, k(k - I)). 
To verify this, note that axioms (Al)-(A3) for a three-dimensional partial 
geometry G are immediate results of axioms (Nl), (N4)(a) and (N3) respec- 
tively of a three-dimensional net Has given in the introduction. It was shown 
in [8], that in H, the lines and pIanes incident with a point form an SBIB 
design which turns out to be a (k, k, k)-partial geometry giving (A4). 
For (A5), note that in H no two planes intersect in a point, giving w = 0. 
To obtain u, consider a line I not intersecting a plane n in H. It can be shown 
that I must be contained in a plane W such that, W and J7 are parallel and 
in that case each of the remaining (k - 1) planes through 1, other than II’, 
intersects n in a line giving u = k - I. 
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(A6) is essentially Theorem 1.5 of [6] with U* = 0, and (A7) follows from 
Theorem 1.6 giving x = k(k - 1). 
(2) Consider a tetrahedral graph with characteristic n, where the 
vertices are identified with unordered triplets on n symbols, two vertices 
being adjacent if they have two common symbols [3]. The lines and planes 
are respectively the grand cliques and planar systems. Accordingly, the lines 
can be taken as unordered pairs and the planes can be identified with the n 
symbols themselves. 
Such a graph furnishes an example with the parameters r = 2, k = n - 2, 
t = 2, k* = 2, t* = 2, u* = 0, w* = 3, x = 3. It may be pointed out that 
since a line and a plane in such a graph always intersect, (A5) is vacuously 
true. 
(3) A cubic lattice graph with characteristic n [7] serves as another 
such example with parameters r = 2, k = n, t = I, k* = 2, t* = 2, u = 1, 
w = 0, u* = 0, w* = 1, x = 2. 
(4) A finite projective three-space of order 3 is another example with 
r=.s+ l,k=s+ l,t=s+ l,k*=s+ l,t*=s+l,u=s+ l,w=O, 
x = s2 + s + 1 and since a point and a line are always coplanar (A6) is 
vacuously true. 
4. PARTIALLY BALANCED DESIGN BASED ON G 
Given an association scheme 8 with three associate classes, a partially 
balanced incomplete block (PBIB) design based on S defined by Bose and 
Shimamoto [2] is an arrangement of the treatments into sets (called blocks) 
such that: 
(a) Each treatment is contained in exactly r blocks. 
(b) Each block contains k distinct treatments. 
(c) Any two treatments which are ith associates i = 1, 2, 3 occur 
together in exactly ,$ blocks, i = 1,2,3. 
The design is called a PBlB design with parameters (r, k, AI , AZ, A&. 
We have shown that a three-dimensional partia1 geometry G forms an 
association scheme with three associate classes. A PBIB design D can be 
formed with r = v*, k = v, & = k*, AZ = 1, & = 0, if the points and 
planes of G are taken as treatments and blocks respectively. 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
It is perhaps noteworthy that axiom (A5) is not used to obtain Theorem 1. 
For the proof of Theorem 2(A5) is required. But once the constancy of u 
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and w has been assumed, it can be shown that their values can be calculated 
in terms of the remaining parameters. This can be seen as follows: 
Two planes can be called first associates if they intersect in a line, second 
associates if they intersect in a point (but not on a line), and third associates 
if they do not intersect. Then if P is a point not contained in the plane fl, 
number of planes through P which are first associates of U is x from axiom 
(A7). Dualizing the argument to prove Lemma 4(i), we have 
x = (l/r) [x*l* + @* - X*)241, 
substituting for x* from Lemma 4 we have the value of U. 
Again, if q is the number of planes through P which are second associates 
to J7, then clearly q = q*, the number of points in U which are second 
associates to P. However, dualizing the argument used to prove Lemma 4 
part (ii) we have 
q = (l/r) [x*(k* - t*) + b* - x*)(w - u)] = q* 
using the value of q* in Lemma 4, we can now calculate w. 
Also it may be shown that not all of the parameters r, k, t, k*, t*, u*, w*, x 
are independent. For instance, from the relation &2 = n&1 one can obtain 
the value of u* interms of r, k, t, k *, t*, w*. Again from the relation 
%Ph = %Ph 3 one can obtain u* in terms of r, k, t, k*, t*, x, w*. Equating 
these two values of u*, x can be expressed in terms of r, k, t, k*, t*, w*. 
It might be of interest to find out which ones are independent. 
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